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Beyond Claris Engage
What’s happened and what’s to come.
#ClarisEngage2020
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CONTINUING TO ENGAGE WITH CLARIS

Featured on-demand sessions — thought leadership from community expert
#ClarisEngage2020 reca
Claris FileMaker Pro 19.1.3
Claris FileMaker Server 19.1.
Learning resources
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CLARIS ENGAGE ON-DEMAND: Explore the rich library of sessions

Business Apps Built
on Clari

Realize the Power
of Integratio

Mobility for a
Modern Worl

What’s the Secret to
Good Deployment

Modernize!
Unleash App Potentia

Making a Difference through
Claris Partnershi

Achieve Design
Excellenc

Working for
the We

Explore topics and sessions
based on your interes
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FEATURED ON-DEMAND SESSIONS: Featuring expert women in technology

Making a New Friend:
Virtual vs. JSON

Accessing the Cloud
through Accessibility

Explore and embrace JSON
as the best successor to the
virtual list.

Understand the affects of
accessibility and why it
should be top of mind.

Heather McCue

Melissa Ann McGhee
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FileMaker & the Apple
iOS Human Interface
Guidelines
Set design benchmarks
using Apple guidelines for
apps built for FileMaker Go.

Laramie Ericson

AN UNFORGETTABLE EXPERIENCE — CLARIS ENGAGE 2020

August 4-5, 2020 marked the 25th conference anniversary. The Claris
Community came together in new ways across timezones and
technologies.

26k
Session registration
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90
Social interaction

50+
Total sessions

DAY 1: Delivering the Promise of Digital Transformation

Investments in products & peopl
Making a difference — Claris COVID
Response tea
Product releases: FileMaker 19 and Claris
Connec
New executive
Partner growth

%55

Claris Academy & Free FDS

Claris CEO Brad Freitag and his
leadership team shared their vision for a more
productive future powered by faster, easier digital
transformation.
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DAY 2: Vision Forward Claris Platform Futures

No Code. Low Code. Pro Code.

Global community

Intelligent Apps. Automation. Outcomes.
Cloud Smart. Native. On-prem. Edge.
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At Claris, our vision and mission
is to support you in developing
intelligent apps and intelligent
automation to drive better
outcomes in the workplaces
you’re part of.
— Srini Gurrapu, Claris VP of Product Management & Desig
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FEATURED PANELS: Explore a broad range of compelling discussions
Looking Ahead to Emerging
Technologie

Driving Customers Toward
Modern Design Excellenc

Business Built on Claris —
CxO Perspective

Technical leaders from Claris
and our community share best
practices for creating better
performing apps

Design matters. Digital
transformation is driving new
opportunities and challenges in
experience design

Four business executives share
their experience using the Claris
Platform to drive growth and
success

FileMaker 19 Under the Hood:
JavaScript & Add-on

Exploring the Low-Code Boo

Cloud-Smart Securit
Security experts navigate the
new normal of modern security
threats
Performance Optimization
With FileMaker and FileMaker
Clou
Technical leaders from Claris
and our community share best
practices for creating better
performing apps

.
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Learn how to extend your apps
like never before using add-ons

Myths vs. truths for developers,
businesses and the disruption of
the skills gap

Developers Making a
Differenc

Add-Ons & Open Platform:
This Changes Everythin

Recognizing the Claris
Community putting purpose
ahead of pro t

How do add-ons and JavaScript
change app development with
Claris FileMaker 19?

ENGAGE WORLDWIDE: Engage Japan and local language content
Virtual conference

Localized Engage content

November 10-13, 2020

Select Engage 2020 sessions available
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Claris FileMaker Pro 19.1.3
Snap together add-ons to create robust apps faster than ever befor
Explore a quick start experience with drag and drop ease
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CREATE APPS IN A SNAP — add-ons built-in with Claris FileMaker Pro 19.1.3

Snap together add-ons to create robust apps faster than ever.
Discover a whole new way to easily include rich functionality in your apps — no
advanced coding skills required.
Simply drag and drop and you’re ready to go!
Add-ons come built-in with FileMaker Pro 19.1.3.
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CREATE APPS IN A SNAP — add-ons built-in with Claris FileMaker Pro 19.1.3

Calendar

Barcode Creator

Rich Text

Calendar Heat
Map

Kanban Board

Simple Chart

Activity
Timeline

Photo Gallery

Timer
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QUICK START EXPERIENCE: a preview of drag and drop app design

Enjoy a consistent authoring experience regardless of where you choose to do app
authoring: in a browser, directly in the cloud, or on-premise
Leverage drag and drop ease thanks to a new quick start experience and add-ons.
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Claris FileMaker Server 19.1.2
Open source meets open release.
Claris FileMaker Server for Linux is here.
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CLARIS FILEMAKER SERVER 19.1.2: Server for Linux

Host your FileMaker apps on the world’s most popular open source platform
It’s secure, stable and affordable
Windows, macOS, or CentOS Linux, FileMaker Server 19.1.2 delivers what
matters most in performance, stability, and reliability
For help with your ideal FileMaker Deployment: contact info@kajhjorth.

.
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CLARIS FILEMAKER SERVER 19.1.2: Performance & Stability

Stability and reliabilit
Performance improvement
Easier installatio
Security with ECC SSL certi cat

Claris Engineering Blog
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On the horizon.
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ON THE HORIZON: Claris paperless AI: Core ML and beyond
IMAGINE: Paper to AutoApp using A
What if you could digitize your paper processes in a few clicks
Soon you’ll be able to drag and drop scanned forms into
FileMaker, where machine learning identi es the text, logos,
and data elds
Your scanned form is then transformed automatically into a
functioning intake form in your app

A preview from R&D, this concept leverages Claris’ four tech
pillars: cloud smart, automation, AI, and modern experiences.

Watch the full demo
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Convert and deploy most apps within second
Built-in of ine syn
Parity with most FileMaker Go features

Coming soon!
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LEARNING RESOURCES: Claris Engage and beyond

Find keynotes, panel sessions, and customer videos at the
Claris Relive Engage page

Explore 60+ on-demand sessions and a free, personalized
learning experience at Claris Academy and via organized
playlists on the Claris YouTube channel

Join the Claris Community to get your questions answered,
share ideas, join user groups and more.
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